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Whistle and I'll Come to You - Wikipedia
Chorus.-O Whistle, an' I'll come to ye, my lad, O whistle, an'
I'll come to ye, my lad, Tho' father an' mother an' a' should
gae mad, O whistle, an' I'll come to ye, my.
Ghost Stories of an Antiquary, by M. R. James : ‘Oh, Whistle,
and I’ll Come to You, My Lad’
'I suppose you will be getting away pretty soon, now Full Term
is over, Professor,' said a person not in the story to the
Professor of Ontography, soon after they.
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"'Oh, Whistle, and I'll Come to You, My Lad'" is the sixth
story in the first collection of ghost stories published by M.
R. James, Ghost Stories of an Antiquary.
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It is to be feared that Mr Rogers sometimes practised upon his
knowledge of these characteristics. Could he possibly get up
and reconstruct the screen?
Couldhepossiblygetupandreconstructthescreen?AfterwardsColonelWils
He does not play golf, and he simply finds the whistle at a
grave while taking a walk. Afterwards Colonel Wilson leaves
the inn carrying a small object and casts it into the sea.
Immediately in front was a strip — not considerable — of rough
grass, dotted with my lad anchors, capstans, and so forth;
then a broad path; then the beach.
Ashewithdrewtheknifeheheardametallicclink,andwhenheintroducedhish
I know is that, if it were mine, I should chuck it straight
into the sea. It was with some considerable curiosity that he
turned it over by the light of his candles.
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